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QUESTION NO: 1 
 
In which two situations are multiple group policies useful? (Select two.)
 
A. when the entire organization wants to delete spam 
B. when only the Human Resources department wants to receive spam 
C. when only the Engineering department wants to keep message logs 
D. when only the Legal department should be allowed to send archive files 
E. when all of the departments want to scan outbound messages 
 

Answer: B,D

Explanation:  

 

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 
Which two actions must be taken to allow end-users to create personal Good and Bad Senders
lists? (Select two.)
 
A. add "Hold message in Spam Quarantine" action to Local Bad Senders domains 
B. check the option "Enable end-user settings for this policy group" 
C. configure an LDAP source with Authentication and Recipient Validation functions 
D. configure an LDAP source with Authentication and Routing functions 
E. configure an LDAP source with Authentication and Address Resolution functions 
 

Answer: B,E

Explanation:  

 

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 
Which additional Email Reports Data collection must be enabled to track Top Probe Accounts via
reports?
 
 
A. Invalid Senders 
B. Sender HELO domains 
C. Sender IP connections 
D. Invalid Recipients 
 

Answer: D

Explanation:  
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QUESTION NO: 4 
 
What is the default report data retention period?
 
 
A. 7 days 
B. 14 days 
C. 30 days 
D. 60 days 
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

 

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 
What is the maximum number of rows a report can have?
 
 
A. 100 rows 
B. 1,000 rows 
C. 10,000 rows 
D. 100,000 rows 
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

 

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 
A company uses multiple control centers. What must be done to ensure legitimate NDRs are
recognized by Bounce Attack Prevention across all scanners?
 
 
A. configure the sameseed value on each control center 
B. configure different seed values on each control center 
C. configure the same seed value on each scanner 
D. configure different seed values on each scanner 
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  
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QUESTION NO: 7 
 
During which phase of inbound message flow does Symantec Brightmail Gateway 9.0 accept,
reject, or defer messages on the basis of the message envelope?
 
 
A. SMTP delivery 
B. message filtering 
C. SMTP session 
D. message routing 
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

 

 

 

QUESTION NO: 8 
 
What are two functions of the Control Center? (Select two.)
 
A. It provides message management services. 
B. It downloads spam definitions. 
C. It hosts Spam Quarantine. 
D. It downloads virus definitions. 
E. It runs filters. 
 

Answer: A,C

Explanation:  

 

 

 

QUESTION NO: 9 
 
During which phase of outbound message flow does Symantec Brightmail Gateway 9.0 determine
whether the number of recipients exceeds the good number of recipients per message?
 
 
A. message routing 
B. message delivery 
C. outbound SMTP session 
D. outbound SMTP connection 
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  
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